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Aristophanic Tory-democrat, and inclined, for social reasons,
to feel or affect an admiration for Spartan things. It is worth
while to emphasize this, as it exposes the hollowness of the
shallow and ridiculous racial theory, that homosexuality
is only adopted by the virtuous " Aryan " European when he
is seduced by the obscene Mediterranean. To this Greek
history gives no support at all. The immigrant European
Greek was the most addicted to it and the purely
Mediterranean lonians take to it only later and then with
much hesitation.
We have now covered the ground, swiftly but with fair
thoroughness, and may pronounce.
The keys to the understanding of Greek sex-morality
are two. First, as we saw in an earlier chapter,1 the wide-
spread " sense of sin " attaching to sex—with its easily
recognizable physiological cause—while not absent from
Greece, was comparatively weak there. This is probably at
once a cause and an effect of the fact which we observed
recently, that Greek morals are based not on " Thou Shalt
Not . . ." but on " Not Too Much ". But, secondly, the
dominant male sex did impose a severe standard of chastity
on its women and girls ; a phenomeon that seems often to
be characteristic of a patriarchal society in which the sense
of property and of the family is strong. (It is important to
realize that though not all Greek states kept their women,
as Athens did, in a sort of semi-purdah, the freer girls of
Sparta or Mitylene were expected to be virgin until their
marriage and faithful after it, no less than the cloistered
lonians.) This led to two unintended social consequences,
prostitution and homosexuality. The latter, however, was
redeemed from mere animalism, simply, we may venture
to assert, by the keenness of the Greek intellect—its sensitive-
ness to ugliness and beauty, and its aliveness to other interests
than the sensual. In fact, here as always, a sane view of
sex was based not on repression of the sex instinct itself,
but on the presence along with it of interests in the other
aspects of the world; so that sex, instead of seeming to
l pp. 58, 55.

